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Christ We Proclaim  
by warning and teaching all people with all wisdom  

so that we may present every person mature in Christ. 
 

Toward this goal we also labor,  
struggling according to His power  

that powerfully works in us.  
 

| Colossians 1:28-29 |
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31 Introduction
The Big Picture of Luke-Acts

1.1 Why Luke-Acts?

Luke 1:1–4   
1:1 Now many have undertaken to compile an account of the 
things that have been fulfilled among us, 1:2 like the accounts 
passed on to us by those who were eyewitnesses and servants of 
the word from the beginning.1:3 So it seemed good to me as well, 
because I have followed all things carefully from the beginning, 
to write an orderly account for you, most excellent Theophilus, 
1:4 so that you may know for certain the things you were taught. 
(NET)

Acts 1:1–5  1:1 I wrote the former account, Theophilus, about 
all that Jesus began to do and teach 1:2 until the day he was taken 
up to heaven, after he had given orders by the Holy Spirit to the 
apostles he had chosen.…(NET)

1.1.1 To compile an account of the things fulfilled…

1.1.2 Those who were eyewitnesses and servants of the 
word…

1.1.3 To write and orderly account…

1.1.4 So that you may know for certain…
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4 1.1.5 Luke intended the Gospel and Acts to be a unified 
work. It is most likely divided into two works because 
Luke ran out of room on his papyrus!!

“ Another constraint faced by ancient writers like Luke was 
the length of composition one could get on a papyrus roll. 
The content of the Acts of the Apostles represents about the 
maximum one could include on one normal papyrus role writing 
in a medium-sized Greek script, following the normal procedure 
of leaving no gaps between words or sentences. Papyrus rolls 
came in stock sizes with a normal maximum length of about 
forty feet.… Luke’s Gospel (19,404 words) would have fit on a 
thirty-five-foot roll and Acts (18,374 words) on a thirty-two-foot 
roll if he wrote in a normal hand and with normal spacing. 
 …What is clear enough is that Luke could never have 
included all of Luke and Acts on one papyrus roll, nor is it likely it 
was ever included in one codex, apart from other early Christian 
literature. Luke and Acts are respectively the longest and second 
longest compositions in the New Testament. {Ben Witherington III, The 

Acts of the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary, 6–7}

“ Luke-Acts is among the greatest of ancient literary works. 
Though Luke’s gospel and Acts are generally recognized as 
accomplished narratives by religious and nonreligious readers 
alike, much of their genius goes unappreciated—with meaning 
obscured—for two basic reasons: we read the two volumes 
separately, and we read silently something meant to be heard.  
{Paul Borgman, The Way according to Luke: Hearing the Whole Story of Luke-Acts, ix}

1.2 What Type of Literature is Luke-Acts?
Is Luke-Acts biography or history? At the time of writing, the 
Greeks made a distinction between these two genres. A biography 
was largely concerned with the characterization of a specific person 
and the virtues and vices that could be discerned and taught 
through an investigation of that person’s actions.

A history, on the other hand, was more concerned with deeds 
and actions that had brought about a significant historical change. 
A history of this sort could contain a good deal of biographical 
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5information if a particular person was seen as a principal cause in 
changing the course of history. Jesus and His revolution propagated 
by His followers definitely fits this mold. 

“ Luke does not suggest in either Luke 1:1–4 or Acts 1:1–2 that he 
sees it as his essential task to give pleasure, to entertain, to edify, 
or even in the main to encourage certain virtues, but rather he 
will recount important things that are of great relevance both 
to himself and to Theophilus, for they involve the fulfillment of 
divine promises…  
 Luke’s second volume, like his first, is also about social 
change, but unlike Tacitus, he believes he is witnessing a change 
for the better, something to be reported as good news… 
 What is striking about this Lukan way of putting the matter 
is that it makes clear that the focus of Jesus’ message was on 
events that changed things, in particular on God’s divine 
saving activity among human beings (Luke 4:18). Luke, like 
Jesus, must focus on speaking about such events…  
 Luke will write the story about the crucial events which 
began the messianic age in which the Scriptures would 
be fulfilled. {Ben Witherington III, The Acts of the Apostles: A Socio-Rhetorical 

Commentary), 11-14}

1.3 What are the Synoptic Gospels?

“ Synoptic Gospels. Term applied to Matthew, Mark, and Luke 
because they see the ministry of Jesus from generally the same 
point of view, which is quite different from that of the Gospel of 
John…. 
 Attempts to account for both the similarities and differences 
within these Gospels constitute the “synoptic problem.”  
{J. Julius Scott Jr., “Synoptic Gospels,” Baker Encyclopedia of the Bible}

•  Many scholars accept the order Mark > Matthew > Luke > 
John as the chronological order of composition. 
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1.4 Who Was the Author and Audience?

1.4.1 Author - Traditional view: Luke

“ The Pauline letters name some of the potential candidates 
who traveled with Paul: Mark, Aristarchus, Demas, and Luke 
(Philem. 24; Col. 4:14). To this list, one could add figures such 
as Timothy, Titus, Silas, Epaphras, and Barnabas. Yet despite the 
wide selection of potential candidates available as companions of 
Paul, the tradition of the church gives attention to only one name 
as the author of these volumes—Luke. This tradition was firmly 
fixed in the early church by A.D. 200 and remained so without 
any hint of contrary opinion. The absence of any dispute about 
this detail is a strong reason to take the tradition seriously. {Darrell L. 

Bock, Luke: 1:1–9:50, vol. 1 of Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament, 5}

•  The name of the author is not mentioned specifically in either 
the Gospel or Acts. 

•  Paul lists Luke among his coworkers along with Mark, 
Aristarchus, and Demas (Philemon 2).

•  In Colossians 4:10-18, Paul sends a greeting to the Colossians 
from Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas. 

•  Colossians 4:11 [Paul speaking of Aristarchus, Mark and 
Jesus/Justus] “These are the only men of the circumcision 
among my fellow workers for the kingdom of God, and they 
have been a comfort to me.”(ESV) In the context, this 
may mean that Luke and Demas are gentiles. However, 
some scholars argue that this reference does not rule out the 
possibility that Luke was a Hellenized Jew.

•  Many take the “we” sections of Acts (16:10–17; 20:5–15; 
21:1–18; 27:1–28:16) as a reference to Luke as one of Paul’s 
traveling companions.

•  At the time of Paul’s wiring 2 Timothy, he mentions that 
“Luke alone is with me...” (2 Timothy 4:11).
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7•  Luke was not an eyewitness of the ministry of Jesus, but 
received his accounts from those who were there (see Luke 
1:2)

•  Luke-Acts has the best Greek in the New Testament. Most 
agree the author was a native Greek speaker.

•  The style of Luke-Acts shows that the author was welled 
versed in Greco-Roman rhetoric, following many of the 
conventions.

•  The author seems to be influenced by other Greek historians 
(Polybius, Thucydides) which may indicate he had reached 
high levels of education. 

1.4.2 Who was Theophilus?

“Theophilus” is a name given to both Jews and Gentiles in the first 
century. The name means “lover of God.” Some have taken this to 
mean the name is used figuratively or representationally: “anyone 
who loves God and wants to find out what he is up to...”

However, there is no valid reason to think this is not an actual 
person. Some have suggested that he was a government official due 
to Luke calling him “most excellent” in Luke 1:3, but that too may 
be a courtesy title. From the content of Luke and Acts, it seems 
reasonable to say that Theophilus was someone acquainted with 
Christianity, maybe a new follower of the Way, who needed to be 
rooted in the larger story of Father God’s work in Christ and then 
through the Holy Spirit in the Early Church. 

1.5 What is The Structure of Luke-Acts?

1.5.1 The Chiastic Pattern of Luke-Acts

“ At first glance Luke seems to be the hardest Gospel to 
outline. A survey of commentators certainly reveals the least 
amount of agreement compared with treatments of Matthew, 
Mark, and John. Yet at the same time, we must always keep 
in mind when studying Luke that he wrote a sequel to his 
Gospel, the book of Acts. … some observations are crucial for 
understanding Luke’s Gospel. 
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8  One observation involves structure. It is widely agreed that 
Acts 1:8 presents a rough geographical outline for the events 
narrated in Luke’s second volume: the gospel progresses from 
Jerusalem ever outward, through Judea and Samaria, eventually 
reaching “the ends of the earth.” 
 This exact geographical sequence can be discerned 
in Luke’s Gospel as well, only in reverse order… All this 
strongly suggests that Luke was designing a two-volume, 
chiastically structured account of the life of Jesus and the 
growth of the early church. { Craig L. Blomberg, Jesus and the Gospels: An 

Introduction and Survey, 2nd Edition, 159–161}

1.5.2 A Basic Outline of Luke Acts

1 Luke 1:1–4:13 
The Arrival of Christ is prepared (under the Roman Empire).

2 Luke 4:14–9:50
Jesus Preaches and Heals in Galilee of the Gentiles

3 Luke 9:51–18:34
Jesus teaches The Way on the way to Jerusalem through Samaria.

4 Luke 18:35-21:38
Jesus Gives His Final teachings in Judea and Jerusalem

5 Luke  22:1-23:56
The Final Week of Jesus’ Ministry in Jerusalem: 
Teaching, Betrayal, Trial, and Crucifixion

6 Luke 24:1-49
Jesus is resurrected and teaches.

7 Luke 24:50 - Acts 1:11
The Ascension of Jesus

6’ Acts 1:12- 2:47
The Church is prepared in Jerusalem  
by the giving of the Holy Spirit

5’ Acts 3:1-6:7 
The Church Grows in Jerusalem

4’ Acts 6:8-8:1a 
Stephen Gives Testimony and is killed 

3’ Acts 8:1b-11:18 
The Church is Scattered in Judea and Samaria

2’ Acts 11:19-28:31
The Good News of the Kingdom Heads to the Ends of the Earth

1’ Acts 28:11-31
Paul Arrives in Rome and Proclaims The Kingdom and the Lord Jesus Christ.
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1.6 Course Reading Schedule

* In the schedule below, the readings are listed as the chapters that 
we will cover during that week’s classes. Since we will not be doing a 
verse by verse exposition, it is important that you read each of these 
sections before class to have a frame of reference for our discussions.

1.6.1 Luke Fall Reading Plan

 F September 19, 2022  Luke 1–2

 F September 26, 2022  Luke 3–5

 F October 3, 2022  Luke 6–8

 F October 10, 2022  Luke 9–10

 F October 17, 2022  Luke 11–12

 F October 24, 2022  Luke 13–16

 F October 31, 2022  Luke 17–19

 F November 7, 2022  Luke 20–22

 F November 14, 2022   Luke 23–24 
 

1.6.2 Acts Reading Plan

 F January 23, 2023 Acts 1–2

 F January 30, 2023 Acts 3–4

 F February 6, 2023 Acts 5–6

 F February 13, 2023  Acts 7

 F February 20, 2023  Acts 8–9

 F February 27, 2023 Acts 10–11

 F March 6, 2023 Acts 12–13

 F March 13, 2023 Acts 14–15

 F March 20, 2023 Acts 16–17

 F March 27, 2023 Acts 18–19
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10  F April 3, 2023 Acts 20:1–21:26

 F April 10, 2023 Acts 21:27–23:35

 F April 17, 2023 Acts 24–26

 F April 24, 2023 Acts 27–28


